Rhythmically ($\frac{\text{\textbar}}{\text{\textbar}} = 100$)

Voice

\(Dm\)

\(F\)

Flute

U’shavtem ma-yim b’sason mi-may’nei ha-

Clarinet (B\(_b\))

Alto Sax (E\(_b\))

Trumpet (B\(_b\))

Violin

Bass
Mayim, Mayim

y’shu-ah. U’shav-tem ma-yim b’sa-son__

Vio.

B.
Ensemble Score

Mayim, Mayim

Vo.

Flu.

Cla. (B♭)

A.S. (E♭)

Tru. (B♭)

Vio.

B.
Mayim, Mayim

ma-yim, ma-yim, hoi, ma-yim b'sason!
Mayim, Mayim

Ma-yim, ma-yim, ma-yim, ma-yim, hoi, ma-yim b'-sa-son!
Mayim, Mayim
Ma-yim, ma-yim, ma-yim, ma-yim, ma-yim, ma-yim b'sason!
Mayim, Mayim

Ma- yim, ma- yim, ma- yim, ma- yim, ma- yim, ma- yim b’- sa- son!
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